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We investigate emission of bremsstrahlung photons during scattering of α-particles off nuclei.
For that, we construct bremsstrahlung model for α-nucleus scattering, where a new formalism for
coherent and incoherent bremsstrahlung emissions in elastic scattering and mechanisms in inelastic
scattering is added. Basing of this approach, we analyze experimental bremsstrahlung cross-sections
in the scattering of α-particles off the 59Co, 116Sn, natAg and 197Au nuclei at 50 MeV of α-particles
beam measured at the Variable Energy Cyclotron Centre, Calcutta. We observe oscillations in
the calculated spectra for elastic scattering for each nucleus. But, for 59Co, 116Sn and natAg we
obtain good agreement between calculated coherent spectrum with incoherent contribution for elastic
scattering with experimental data in the full photon energy region. For heavy nucleus 197Au we find
that (1) Oscillating behavior of the calculated spectrum of coherent emission in elastic scattering is
in disagreement with experimental data, (2) Inclusion of incoherent emission improves description
of the data, but summarized spectrum is in satisfactory agreement with the experimental data.
To understand unknown modification of wave function for scattering, we add new mechanisms of
inelastic scattering to calculations and extract information about unknown new amplitude of such
mechanisms from experimental data analysis. This amplitude has maxima at some energies, that
characterizes existence of states of the most compact structures (clusters) in nucleus-target. We
explain origin of oscillations in the bremsstrahlung spectra for elastic scattering (at first time). New
information about coherent and incoherent contributions is extracted for studied reactions.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Bremsstrahlung photons emitted in nuclear reactions, has been used an independent tool for obtaining new in-
formation about internal mechanisms, interactions in such reactions. In theory, such research requires to develop
detailed models and complicated numerical calculations. Experiments with measurements of photons are usually
enough seldom, they requires to use additional special facilities (technique). But, this way can allow to reach more
accurate and rich information about studied nuclear objects [1, 2].
From literature one can find, that bremsstrahlung photons were studied the most often in fission of nuclei (a main
focus was given to nucleus 252Cm, for example, see experimental study [3–12]) and scattering of protons off nuclei (for
example, see measurements and analysis of data [13–23], theoretical study in different models [24–41]). Comparing
with last reaction, understanding of nucleus-nucleus interactions is more complicated problem. The first task in this
road is study of interactions between α-particles and nuclei. α-Particle has already internal many-nucleon structure.
On the other side, α-particle is one of the most compact (i.e. strong) nuclear fragments, which can be used in
scattering to investigate internal structure of nuclei.
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2Interactions between α-particles and nuclei have been studied for a long time. Such interactions are included in
three topics: (1) α-decay, (2) inverse processes to decays (i.e., α-capture), (3) scattering of α-particles off nuclei.
These interactions via α decays of nuclei have been investigated enough deeply and well (see reviews, tables [42–
50], some papers [51–57] and database [58]). Today, α decay is observed for more than 420 nuclei with A > 105
and Z > 52. More than 1246 α-emitters are tabulated, with half-lives in range of 10−9 < T1/2 < 10
+38 sec [50].
Spin, parities, hexadecapole deformations, excited states, shell and cluster structures of decaying nuclei are studied.
However, energies of the α-particles emitted from ground states of nuclei are inside low energy region with essentially
restricted upper limit (it is usually not more 10 MeV). This fact excludes many physical phenomena of α-nucleus
interactions from analysis.
In contrast to α decay, α-captures cover more wide region of energies (7–30 MeV in measurements). Fusion in
this reaction attracts researchers for a long time, as open questions (related with understanding of nuclear forces,
strong quantum phenomena, many-nucleon dynamics, etc.) exist (see the current status of the experimental and
theoretical investigations on topic of fusion in heavy-ion collisions in review [74], also see Refs. [75–89], for the α-
capture see Refs. [90, 91]). In capture, there are indefinite places where models use different description (based on
different understanding) but still give similar results in description of experimental cross-sections [92, 93]. There are
experimental capture cross-sections just for five nuclei 40Ca, 44Ca [94], 59Co [95], 208Pb [96] and 209Bi [96].
In scattering of α-particles off nuclei, energies of α-particles in beams are inside really wide region, such reactions
are more suitable for experimental study than α-capture. So, scattering provides us possibility to investigate α-nucleus
interactions in the full volume, in contrast to α-decay and α-capture. In scattering, many people put attention to
different aspects of internal mechanisms, nucleon-nucleon relations, structure in α-nucleus interactions (for example,
see Refs. [97, 98]). Understanding of clusters in nuclei is hot topic, it finds its natural place in investigations of
scattering.
In such a situation, we put attention to bremsstrahlung photons which are emitted during scattering of α-particles
off nuclei. We suppose that these photons give independent information about internal mechanisms during scattering.
Bremsstrahlung photons in energy range about 5–35 MeV were measured in scattering of α + 197Au, 159Tb at Eα =
40 MeV and α + 197Au, 116Sn, natAg, 59Co at Eα = 50 MeV at Variable Energy Cyclotron Centre, Calcutta [99].
Such experimental data were analyzed by statistical model for photon energies up to the giant dipole resonance
region, and were analyzed for hither photon energies in terms of the potential bremsstrahlung and incoherent nucleon-
nucleon bremsstrahlung processes [see Ref. [99]]. We are interesting in physics of these reactions via self-consistent
analysis on the fully quantum basis. In particular, we estimate larger role of quantum effects, related with tunneling
phenomenon during scattering. As a natural idea, one can suppose more important role of the resonant scattering at
some above-barrier energies closer to barrier maximum and especially at some under-battier energies. Note that for
under-barrier energies quantum effects are important as their inclusion to model and calculations of cross-sections of
nuclear reactions can changes results on some orders (see Refs. [92, 93], for details, explanations). In particular, their
role is larger even than role of nuclear deformations, some other nuclear characteristics. This is especially important
when we want to understand and estimate internal tiny mechanisms in nuclear reactions.
In this paper we generalize out bremsstrahlung theory [2, 60–73] and apply it for analysis of data [99]. As energy
region of the measured photons in the α-nucleus scattering is essentially larger than in α-decay (there are experimental
data for the bremsstrahlung in α decay for four nuclei: 210Po [100–104], 214Po [62], 226Ra [63] and 244Cm; here energies
of experimental bremsstrahlung probabilities are not larger than 500 keV), we focus on extracting new information
about coherent and incoherent emissions in elastic scattering, different electric and magnetic contributions, inelastic
mechanisms in this reaction via analysis of bremsstrahlung emission. At present, we do not see any alternative
way to estimate (basin on experiments) ratio between coherent and incoherent mechanisms in scattering, that gives
bremsstrahlung analysis as unique tools [71, 72]. We explore (investigate) possibility of existence of more compact
(cluster) structures of nuclei at some energies.
II. MODEL
A. Generalized Pauli equation for nucleons in the α–nucleus system and operator of emission of photons
Let us consider α-particle interacting with nucleus. To describe evolution of nucleons of such a complicated system
in the laboratory frame (we have A+ 4 nucleons of the system of nucleus and α-particle), we shall use many-nucleon
generalization of Pauli equation. In this formulation, we follow to our previous idea in Ref. [2] (see Eqs.(1)–(6) and
explanations in that paper). We define Hamiltonian Hˆ0 describing evolution of nucleons in the scattering of the
α-particle off nucleus-target (without photons) in form (4) in Ref. [2], and we define operator of emission Hˆγ of
3bremsstrahlung photon in such a reaction in form of (5)–(6) in Ref. [2] (we neglect terms at A2j and Aj,0, and use
Coulomb gauge):
Hˆγ =
4∑
i=1
{
− zie
mic
Ai pˆi − µ(an)i σ · Hˆi
}
+
A∑
j=1
{
− zje
mjc
Aj pˆj − µ(an)j σ · Hˆj
}
, Hˆ = rot A =
[
∇×A
]
. (1)
Here, mi and zi are mass and electric charge of nucleon with number i, µ
(an)
i are anomalous magnetic momenta for
nucleons, pˆi = −ih¯d/dri is momentum operator for nucleon with number i, V (r1 . . . rA+4) is general form of the
potential of interactions between nucleons, σ are Pauli matrixes, Ai = (Ai, Ai,0) is potential of electromagnetic field
formed by moving nucleon with number i, A in summation is mass number of a nucleus-target. We use µ
(an)
p =
2.79284734462µN for proton, µ
(an)
n = −1.91304273µN for neutron [105], where µN = eh¯/(2mpc) is nuclear magneton,
mp is mass of proton.
We define the potential of electromagnetic field as (7) in Ref. [2]:
A =
∑
α=1,2
√
2pih¯c2
wph
e(α), ∗e−ikphr, (2)
we obtain Hˆ in form (8) of [2]. Here, e(α) are unit vectors of polarization of the photon emitted [e(α),∗ = e(α)], kph
is wave vector of the photon and wph = kphc =
∣∣kph∣∣c. Vectors e(α) are perpendicular to kph in Coulomb calibration.
We have two independent polarizations e(1) and e(2) for the photon with impulse kph (α = 1, 2). One can develop
formalism simpler in the system of units where h¯ = 1 and c = 1, but we shall write constants h¯ and c explicitly.
Vectors e(α) satisfy to properties (9) [2]. We substitute Eq. (2) to formula (1) for operator of emission and obtain:
Hˆγ =
√
2pih¯c2
wph
4∑
i=1
∑
α=1,2
e−ikphri
{
i µN
2zimp
mαi
e(α) ·∇i + µ(an)i σ ·
(
i
[
kph × e(α)
]− [∇i × e(α)])
}
+
+
√
2pih¯c2
wph
A∑
j=1
∑
α=1,2
e−ikphrj
{
i µN
2zjmp
mAj
e(α) ·∇j + µ(an)j σ ·
(
i
[
kph × e(α)
]− [∇j × e(α)])
}
.
(3)
B. Transition to coordinates of relative distances
We rewrite formalism above via coordinates of relative distances. We define these coordinates and corresponding
momenta, along to formalism [2] (see Eqs. (11)–(14), and Appendix A in that paper). We define coordinate of centers
of masses for the α particle as rα, for the nucleus-target as RA, and for the complete system as R:
rα =
1
mα
4∑
i=1
mi rαi, RA =
1
mA
A∑
j=1
mj rAj , R =
mARA +mαrα
mA +mα
= cARA + cαRα, (4)
where mα and mA are masses of the α particle and nucleus-target, and we introduced new coefficients cA =
mA
mA+mα
and cα =
mα
mA+mα
. Introducing new relative coordinate r, new relative coordinates ραi for nucleons of the α-particle,
new relative coordinates ρAj for nucleons (with possible hyperon) for the nucleus-target as
r = rα −RA, ραi = rαi − rα, ρAj = rj −RA, (5)
we obtain new independent variables R, r, ραj (i = 1, 2, 3), ρAj (j = 1 . . . A − 1), and corresponding momenta. We
find (n = 4):
rαi = ραi +R+ cA r, rAj = ρAj +R− cα r,
rαn = R+ cAr− 1
mn
n−1∑
k=1
mk ραk, rAA = R− cαr−
1
mAA
A−1∑
k=1
mk ρAk,
(6)
4pˆαi =
mαi
mA +mα
Pˆ+
mαi
mα
pˆ+
mα −mαi
mα
p˜αi − mαi
mα
n−1∑
k=1,k 6=i
p˜αk at i = 1 . . . n− 1,
pˆαn =
mαn
mA +mα
Pˆ+
mαn
mα
pˆ− mαn
mα
n−1∑
k=1
p˜αk,
pˆAj =
mAj
mA +mα
Pˆ− mAj
mA
pˆ+
mA −mAj
mA
p˜Aj − mAj
mA
A−1∑
k=1,k 6=j
p˜Ak at j = 1 . . . A− 1,
pˆAA =
mAA
mA +mα
Pˆ− mAA
mA
pˆ− mAA
mA
A−1∑
k=1
p˜Ak,
(7)
where Pˆ, pˆ, p˜αi and p˜Aj are momenta corresponding to variables R, r, ραi, ρAj .
C. Operator of emission in relative coordinates
Now we will find operator of emission in relative coordinates. We start from (3), rewriting this expression via
relative momenta. Substituting formulas (7) to these expressions, we find (see calculations in Appendix A):
Hˆγ = HˆP + Hˆp +∆HˆγE +∆HˆγM + Hˆk, (8)
where
HˆP = −
√
2pic2
h¯wph
µN
2mp
mA +mα
e−ikphR
∑
α=1,2
{
e−i cA kphr
4∑
i=1
zi e
−ikphραi + ei cα kphr
A∑
j=1
zj e
−ikphρAj
}
e(α) · Pˆ −
−
√
2pic2
h¯wph
i
mA +mα
e−ikphR
∑
α=1,2
{
e−i cA kphr
4∑
i=1
µ
(an)
i mαi e
−ikphραi σ + ei cα kphr
A∑
j=1
µ
(an)
j mAj e
−ikphρAj σ
}
· [Pˆ× e(α)],
(9)
Hˆp = −
√
2pic2
h¯wph
2µN mp e
−ikphR
∑
α=1,2
{
e−i cAkphr
1
mα
4∑
i=1
zi e
−ikphραi − ei cαkphr 1
mA
A∑
j=1
zj e
−ikphρAj
}
e(α) · pˆ −
− i
√
2pic2
h¯wph
e−ikphR
∑
α=1,2
{
e−i cAkphr
1
mα
4∑
i=1
µ
(an)
i mαi e
−ikphραi σ − ei cαkphr 1
mA
A∑
j=1
µ
(an)
j mAj e
−ikphρAj σ
}
· [pˆ× e(α)].
(10)
Hˆk = i h¯
√
2pic2
h¯wph
e−ikphR
∑
α=1,2
{
e−i cA kphr
4∑
i=1
µ
(an)
i e
−ikphραi σ + ei cα kphr
A∑
j=1
µ
(an)
j e
−ikphρAj σ
}
· [kph × e(α)].
(11)
A summation of expression (10) and Hˆk is many-nucleon generalization of operator of emission Wˆ in Eq. (6) in
Ref. [70] with included anomalous magnetic momenta for nucleons. ∆HˆγE and ∆HˆγM are calculated in Appendix A
[see Eqs. (A8)–(A9) in this Section]. These expressions include only internal moments of nucleons, including and
excluding spin:
∆HˆγE = −
√
2pic2
h¯wph
2µN e
−ikphR
∑
α=1,2
e(α) ×
×
{[
e−i cA kphr
n−1∑
i=1
zimp
mαi
e−ikphραi p˜αi + e
i cα kphr
A−1∑
j=1
zjmp
mAj
e−ikphρAj p˜Aj
]
−
−
[
mp
mα
e−i cA kphr
n∑
i=1
zi e
−ikphραi
n−1∑
k=1
p˜αk +
mp
mA
ei cα kphr
A∑
j=1
zj e
−ikphρAj
A−1∑
k=1
p˜Ak
]}
,
(12)
5∆HˆγM = − i
√
2pic2
h¯wph
e−ikphR
∑
α=1,2
×
×
{[
e−ikphcA r
n−1∑
i=1
µ
(an)
i e
−ikphραi σ · [p˜αi × e(α)]+ eikphcα r A−1∑
j=1
µ
(an)
j e
−ikphρAj σ · [p˜Aj × e(α)]
]
−
×
[
e−ikphcA r
n∑
i=1
µ
(an)
i
mαi
mα
e−ikphραi
n−1∑
k=1
σ · [p˜αk × e(α)]+ eikphcα r A∑
j=1
µ
(an)
j
mAj
mA
e−ikphρAj
A−1∑
k=1
σ · [p˜Ak × e(α)]
}
.
(13)
D. Matrix element of emission in the α-nucleus scattering
We define the wave function of the α-nucleus system, following logic in Ref. [2] (see Eqs. (20) and (21) in that
paper, and explanations):
Ψ = Φ(R) · Φα−nucl(r) · ψnucl(βA) · ψα(βα) + ∆Ψ. (14)
Here, βα is the set of numbers 1 · · · 4 of nucleons of the α particle, βA is the set of numbers 1 · · ·A of nucleons of the
nucleus, Φ(R) is the function describing motion of center-of-mass of the full nuclear system, Φα−nucl(r) is the function
describing relative motion of the α particle concerning to nucleus (without description of internal relative motions of
nucleons in the α particle and nucleus), ψα(βα) is the many-nucleon function dependent on nucleons of the α particle
defined in Eq. (21) in Ref. [2] (it determines space state on the basis of relative distances ρ1 · · ·ρ4 of nucleons of the
α particle concerning to its center-of-mass), ψnucl(βA) is the many-nucleon function dependent on nucleons of the
nucleus defined in Eq. (21) in Ref. [2], ∆Ψ is correction from fully anti-symmetric formulation of wave function for
all nucleons (in this work we shall neglect by this correction). One-nucleon functions ψλs(s) in Eq. (21) in Ref. [2]
represent the multiplication of space and spin-isospin functions as ψλs(s) = ϕns(rs)
∣∣ σ(s)τ (s)〉, where ϕns is the space
function of the nucleon with number s, ns is the number of state of the space function of the nucleon with number s,∣∣σ(s)τ (s)〉 is the spin-isospin function of the nucleon with number s.
We define matrix element of emission of the bremsstrahlung photons, using the wave functions Ψi and Ψf of the
full nuclear system in states before emission of photons (i-state) and after such emission (f -state), as:
F = 〈Ψf | Hˆγ |Ψi〉. (15)
In this matrix element we should integrate over all independent variables. These variables are space variables R,
r, ραn, ρAm. Here, we should take into account space representation of all used momenta pˆ, pˆ, p˜αn, p˜Am (as
pˆ = −ih¯d/dR, pˆ = −ih¯d/dr, p˜αn = −ih¯d/dραn, p˜Am = −ih¯d/dρAm).
Substituting formulas (8)–(11) and (12)–(13) for operator of emission to (15), we obtain:
〈Ψf | Hˆγ |Ψi〉 =
√
2pi c2
h¯wph
{
MP +Mp +Mk +M∆E +M∆M
}
, (16)
where
MP =
√
h¯wph
2pic2
〈Ψf |HˆP |Ψi〉 =
= − 1
mA +mα
∑
α=1,2
〈
Ψf
∣∣∣∣ 2µN mp e−ikphR
{
e−i cA kphr
4∑
i=1
zi e
−ikphραi + ei cα kphr
A∑
j=1
zj e
−ikphρAj
}
e(α) · Pˆ+
+ i e−ikphR
{
e−i cA kphr
4∑
i=1
µ
(an)
i mαi e
−ikphραi σ + ei cα kphr
A∑
j=1
µ
(an)
j mAj e
−ikphρAj σ
}
· [Pˆ× e(α)] ∣∣∣∣Ψi
〉
,
(17)
6Mp =
√
h¯wph
2pic2
〈Ψf |Hˆp|Ψi〉 =
= −
∑
α=1,2
〈
Ψf
∣∣∣∣ 2µN mp e−ikphR
{
e−i cAkphr
1
mα
4∑
i=1
zi e
−ikphραi − ei cαkphr 1
mA
A∑
j=1
zj e
−ikphρAj
}
e(α) · pˆ +
+ i e−ikphR
{
e−i cAkphr
1
mα
4∑
i=1
µ
(an)
i mαi e
−ikphραi σ − ei cαkphr 1
mA
A∑
j=1
µ
(an)
j mAj e
−ikphρAj σ
}
· [pˆ× e(α)]∣∣∣∣Ψi
〉
,
(18)
Mk =
√
h¯wph
2pic2
〈Ψf |Hˆk|Ψi〉 =
= i h¯
∑
α=1,2
〈
Ψf
∣∣∣∣ e−ikphR
{
e−i cA kphr
4∑
i=1
µ
(an)
i e
−ikphραi σ + ei cα kphr
A∑
j=1
µ
(an)
j e
−ikphρAj σ
}
· [kph × e(α)]
∣∣∣∣Ψi
〉
,
(19)
M∆E =
√
h¯wph
2pic2
〈Ψf |HˆγE |Ψi〉 = −
∑
α=1,2
e(α)
〈
Ψf
∣∣∣∣ 2µN e−ikphR ×
×
{[
e−i cA kphr
3∑
i=1
zimp
mαi
e−ikphραi p˜αi + e
i cα kphr
A−1∑
j=1
zjmp
mAj
e−ikphρAj p˜Aj
]
−
−
[
mp
mα
e−i cA kphr
4∑
i=1
zi e
−ikphραi
(n−1∑
k=1
p˜αk
)
+
mp
mA
ei cα kphr
A∑
j=1
zj e
−ikphρAj
(A−1∑
k=1
p˜Ak
) ]}∣∣∣∣Ψi
〉
,
(20)
M∆M =
√
h¯wph
2pic2
〈Ψf |HˆγM |Ψi〉 = − i
∑
α=1,2
〈
Ψf
∣∣∣∣ e−ikphR ×
×
{[
e−ikphcA r
n−1∑
i=1
µ
(an)
i e
−ikphραi σ · [p˜αi × e(α)]+ eikphcα r A−1∑
j=1
µ
(an)
j e
−ikphρAj σ · [p˜Aj × e(α)]
]
−
−
[
e−ikphcA r
n∑
i=1
µ
(an)
i
mαi
mα
e−ikphραi
n−1∑
k=1
σ · [p˜αk × e(α)]+ eikphcα r A∑
j=1
µ
(an)
j
mAj
mA
e−ikphρAj
A−1∑
k=1
σ · [p˜Ak × e(α)]]
}∣∣∣∣Ψi
〉
.
(21)
E. Integration over momentum Kf in scattering problem and form factors
We will calculate cross-sections of emission of photons, not dependent on vector Kf (i.e., momentum of the full
nuclear system after emission of photon in the laboratory frame). Therefore, we have to average all matrix elements
over all degrees of freedom related with Kf , i.e. we integrate these matrix elements over Kf . After calculations (see
Appendixes B, C, D, for details), we obtain:
Mp = ih¯ (2pi)
3 1
µ
∑
α=1,2
∫
Φ∗α−nucl,f(r) e
−ikphr ×
×
{
2µN mp · Zeff(kph, r) · e(α) d
dr
+ iMeff(kph, r) ·
[ d
dr
× e(α)
]}
· Φα−nucl,i(r) dr.
(22)
MP =
h¯ (2pi)3
mA +mα
∑
α=1,2
∫
Φ∗α−nucl,f(r)
{
2µN mp
[
e−i cA kphrFα, el + e
i cα kphrFA, el
]
e(α) ·Ki+
+ i
[
e−i cA kphr Fα,mag + e
i cα kphr FA,mag
]
· [Ki × e(α)]
}
· Φα−nucl,i(r) dr.
(23)
Mk = i h¯ (2pi)
3
∑
α=1,2
[
kph × e
(α)
] ∫
Φ∗α−nucl,f(r)
{
e−i cA kphr Dα, k + e
i cα kphr DA, k
}
· Φα−nucl,i(r) dr, (24)
7M∆E = − (2pi)3 2µN
∑
α=1,2
e(α)
∫
Φ∗α−nucl,f(r)
{[
e−i cA kphr Dα1, el + e
i cα kphr DA1, el
]
−
−
[mp
mα
e−i cA kphr Dα2, el +
mp
mA
ei cα kphr DA2, el
]}
· Φα−nucl,i(r) dr,
(25)
M∆M = − i (2pi)3
∑
α=1,2
∫
Φ∗α−nucl,f(r)
{[
e−i cA kphr Dα1,mag(e
(α)) + ei cα kphr DA1,mag(e
(α))
]
−
−
[
e−i cA kphr Dα2,mag(e
(α)) + ei cα kphr DA2,mag(e
(α))
]}
· Φα−nucl,i(r) dr,
(26)
Here, electric and magnetic form factors of the α-particle and nucleus, effective electric charge, effective magnetic
momentum are defined in Appendix C. Also we obtain (after integration)
Ki = Kf + k. (27)
F. Leading matrix element of emission on the basis of Mp
Let us consider different approximations, simplifying calculations on computer, but reducing accuracy in determi-
nation of the spectrum not much. In Eq. (22) we obtained matrix element, which forms the largest contribution to
the full bremsstrahlung spectrum:
Mp =M
(E)
p +M
(M)
p , (28)
where
M
(E)
p = ih¯ (2pi)3
2µN mp
µ
∑
α=1,2
e(α)
〈
Φα−nucl,f(r)
∣∣∣∣Zeff(kph, r) e−ikphr ddr
∣∣∣∣ Φα−nucl,i(r)
〉
,
M
(M)
p = − h¯ (2pi)3 1
µ
∑
α=1,2
〈
Φα−nucl,f(r)
∣∣∣∣Meff(kph, r) · e−ikphr · [ ddr × e(α)
]∣∣∣∣ Φα−nucl,i(r)
〉
.
(29)
1. Dipole approximation for effective electric charge
The effective charge of nuclear system (C13)
Zeff(kph, r) = e
ikphr
[
e−i cAkphr
mA
mα +mA
Fα, el − ei cαkphr mα
mα +mA
FA, el
]
in first approximation exp(ikr)→ 1 (i.e., at kr → 0, called as dipole one) obtain form
Z
(dip)
eff (kph) =
mA zα(kph)−mα ZA(kph)
mα +mA
. (30)
In such approximation, the effective charge is independent on relative distance between the α-particle and nucleus.
For the first calculations one can omit relative displacements of nucleons inside nucleus. In such approximation
one can use e−ikρAj → 1 for each nucleon in calculations, and form factor of nucleus is just its electric charge, where
dependence on photon emitted is lost (the same is for the α-particle):
ZA(kph)→
〈
ψnucl,f(ρA1 . . .ρAA−1)
∣∣∣ A∑
j=1
zAj
∣∣∣ ψnucl,i(ρA1 . . .ρAA−1)〉 = A∑
j=1
zAj = zA, (31)
as functions ψnucl,s are normalized. We write
Z
(dip,0)
eff =
mA zα −mα zA
mα +mA
, (32)
M
(E,dip)
p = ih¯ (2pi)3
2µN mp
µ
Z
(dip,0)
eff
∑
α=1,2
e(α)
〈
Φα−nucl,f(r)
∣∣∣∣ e−ikphr ddr
∣∣∣∣ Φα−nucl,i(r)
〉
. (33)
Here, we use upper index “dip” denoting the used dipole approximation.
82. Emission of photons formed due to displacements of nucleons of nucleus
We shall find correction to the matrix element M
(E,dip)
p (33), which takes into account displacements of nucleons
of nucleus. We write matrix element as
M
(E)
p =M
(E,dip)
p +M
(E, dip)
p, corr . (34)
We rewrite the full matrix element (29) as
M
(E)
p = ih¯ (2pi)3
2µN mp
µ
∑
α=1,2
e(α)
〈
Φα−nucl,f(r)
∣∣∣∣ eikphr [e−i cAkphr mA Fα, elmα +mA−
− ei cαkphr mα FA, el
mα +mA
]
e−ikphr
d
dr
∣∣∣∣ Φα−nucl,i(r)
〉
.
(35)
From here we find correction in Eq. (34)
M (E,dip)p, corr =M
(E)
p −M (E, dip)p , (36)
where
M
(E, dip)
p, corr = ih¯ (2pi)3
2µN mp
µ
∑
α=1,2
e(α)
〈
Φα−nucl,f(r)
∣∣∣∣Z2eff(k, r) e−ikphr ddr
∣∣∣∣ Φα−nucl,i(r)
〉
, (37)
Z
(2)
eff (k, r) =
mA
mα +mA
(
eikphr e−i cAkphr Fα, el(kph)− zα
)
− mα
mα +mA
(
eikphr ei cαkphr FA, el(kph)− zA
)
. (38)
In the dipole approximation of effective charge (kph · r→ 0) we obtain:
Z
(dip, 2)
eff (kph) = −
mp
M +mp
〈
ψnucl,f(ρA1 . . .ρAA)
∣∣∣ A∑
j=1
zAj
(
e−ikρAj − 1)∣∣∣ ψnucl,i(ρA1 . . .ρAA)
〉
(39)
and formula (37) for M
(E, dip)
p, corr is simplified as
M
(E,dip, 0)
p, corr = ih¯ (2pi)3
2µN mp
µ
Z
(2, dip)
eff (kph)
∑
α=1,2
e(α)
〈
Φα−nucl,f(r)
∣∣∣∣ e−ikphr ddr
∣∣∣∣ Φα−nucl,i(r)
〉
. (40)
One can see from Eq. (39) that correction Z
(2, dip)
eff (k) in such an approximation changes the electric charge of nucleus.
As exponential factor in the matrix element is less unity, correction of charge is less than this charge (that confirms it
as correction to charge of nucleus). One can see that this exponential factor suppresses electric charge of each proton,
due to not-central distribution of the full charge inside nucleus. In general, the last matrix element can be considered
as a factor of normalization. We will study nucleons of nucleus to be in bound states, therefore the matrix element
should be calculated without divergencies.
G. Emission of electric type, formed due to relative motions of nucleons in nucleus (on the basis of M∆E)
Let us consider the matrix element M∆E in Eq. (25). As functions Dα1, el, Dα2, el, DA1, el, DA2, el do not depend
on variable r, we rewrite this formula as multiplication of two independent integrals as
M∆E = − (2pi)3 2µN
∑
α=1,2
e(α)
{〈
Φα−nucl,f(r)
∣∣∣ e−i cA kphr∣∣∣Φα−nucl,i(r) 〉(Dα1, el − mp
mα
Dα2, el
)
+
+
〈
Φα−nucl,f(r)
∣∣∣ ei cα kphr ∣∣∣Φα−nucl,i(r) 〉(DA1, el − mp
mA
DA2, el
)}
.
(41)
One can simplify the obtained formulas, applying expansion over partial waves on such a basis:
ei cα kr = ei cα kr cos β =
+∞∑
l=0
il (2l+ 1)Pl(cosβ) jl
(
cαkr
)
, (42)
9we rewrite (41) as
M∆E = − (2pi)3 2µN
∑
α=1,2
e(α)
+∞∑
l=0
il (2l + 1)Pl(cos β)
{
M
(l)
∆E(−cAkph)
(
Dα1, el − mp
mα
Dα2, el
)
+
+ M
(l)
∆E(cαkph)
(
DA1, el − mp
mA
DA2, el
)}
,
(43)
where we introduce partial components as
M
(l)
∆E(kph) =
〈
Φα−nucl,f(r)
∣∣∣ jl(kphr)∣∣∣Φα−nucl,i(r) 〉. (44)
Calculation of are given in Appendix F:
Dα1, el =
3 h¯
8
kph Zα(kph), DA1, el =
h¯
2
A− 1
A
kph ZA(kph), Dα2, el ∼ kph, DA2, el ∼ kph. (45)
For such solutions and taking into account e(α) · kph = 0 (as ortogonality of vectors e(α) and kph), we obtain:
e(α) ·Dα1, el = 0, e(α) ·DA1, el = 0, e(α) ·Dα2, el = 0, e(α) ·DA2, el = 0, M∆E = 0. (46)
H. Emission of magnetic type, formed due to relative motions of nucleons in nucleus (on the basis of M∆M)
Let us consider the matrix element M∆M in Eq. (26). As functions Dα1,mag, Dα2,mag, DA1,mag, DA2,mag do not
depend on variable r, we rewrite M∆M as multiplication of two independent integrals as
M∆M = − i (2pi)3
∑
α=1,2
{〈
Φα−nucl,f(r)
∣∣∣ e−i cA kphr∣∣∣Φα−nucl,i(r) 〉(Dα1,mag(e(α))−Dα2,mag(e(α))) +
+
〈
Φα−nucl,f(r)
∣∣∣ ei cα kphr ∣∣∣Φα−nucl,i(r) 〉(DA1,mag(e(α))−DA2,mag(e(α)))}.
(47)
After summation over spin states, for even number of spin states we obtain:
Dα2,mag(e
(α)) = 0, DA2,mag(e
(α)) = 0 (48)
and the matrix element (47) is simplified as
M∆M = − i (2pi)3
∑
α=1,2
{〈
Φα−nucl,f(r)
∣∣∣ e−i cA kphr∣∣∣Φα−nucl,i(r) 〉 ·Dα1,mag(e(α)) +
+
〈
Φα−nucl,f(r)
∣∣∣ ei cα kphr ∣∣∣Φα−nucl,i(r) 〉 ·DA1,mag(e(α))}.
(49)
We use representation for one nucleon full wave function as
ψλs(s) = ϕns(rs) ·
∣∣ σ(s)〉 · ∣∣ τ (s)〉. (50)
Using it, we calculate the one-nucleon matrix element in Dα1,mag(e
(α)) form (49) for nucleons with numbers s and s′
(for example, for the α-particle; we will omit index indicating on the α-particle):〈
ψα,λs,f (s)
∣∣∣ e−ikphραi σ · [p˜αi × e(α)]∣∣∣ψα,λs′ ,i(s′)〉 =
=
〈
ϕns,f (rs) · σ(s)
∣∣∣ e−ikphρi σ · [p˜i × e(α)]∣∣∣ϕns′ ,i(rs′ ) · σ(s′)〉 · δτs=f ,τs′=i . (51)
Here, we suppose that after emission of photon neutron is not transferred on proton (and there is no inverse process),
and we have (due to normalization of isospin functions):
〈
τ
(s)
f
∣∣ τ (s′)i 〉 = δτs=f ,τs′=i . (52)
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Here, last δ-function indicates just that it needs to use neutrons in final state f for neutrons in initial state i, and
protons in final state f for protons in initial state i. We calculate the matrix element (51) further:〈
ϕns,f(rs) · σ(s)
∣∣∣ e−ikphρi σ · [p˜i × e(α)]∣∣∣ϕns′ ,i(rs′ ) · σ(s′)〉 · δτs=f ,τs′=i =
=
〈
σ(si)
∣∣ σ ∣∣σ(sf )〉 · [〈ϕns,f (rs) ∣∣∣ e−ikphρi p˜i∣∣∣ϕns′ ,i(rs′)〉× e(α)] · δτs=f ,τs′=i . (53)
In this paper, we will use action of spin operator on spinor wave function as
σ
∣∣ σ(s)i 〉 = ±12 σ¯·
∣∣ σ(s)i 〉 → 〈σ(s)f ∣∣ σ ∣∣ σ(s)i 〉 = ±12 σ¯ · 〈σ(s)f
∣∣σ(s)i 〉. (54)
Here, we introduced vector σ¯ of eigenvalues of spin operator σ acting on spin eigenfunction
∣∣σ(s)i 〉. We suppose that
after emission of photon spin of nucleon is not changed, and we have (due to normalization of spin functions):
〈
σ
(s)
f
∣∣σ(s)i 〉 = 1. (55)
So, we obtain:
〈
σ
(s)
f
∣∣ σ ∣∣ σ(s)i 〉 = ±12 σ¯ (56)
and 〈
σ(s)
∣∣ σ ∣∣ σ(s)〉 · [〈ϕns,f (rs) ∣∣∣ e−ikphραi p˜αi∣∣∣ϕns,i(rs)〉× e(α)] =
= ±1
2
σ¯ ·
[〈
ϕns,f (rs)
∣∣∣ e−ikphραi p˜αi∣∣∣ϕns,i(rs)〉× e(α)]. (57)
We calculate summation in the matrix element Dα1,mag(e
(α)) for α particle:
Dα1,mag(e
(α)) =
3∑
i=1
µ
(an)
i
〈
ψα,f (βα)
∣∣∣ e−ikphραi σ · [p˜αi × e(α)]∣∣∣ψα,i(βα)〉 =
= −µ(an)i=3
1
2
σ¯ ·
[〈
ϕns,f (rs)
∣∣∣ e−ikphραi p˜αi∣∣∣ϕns,i(rs)〉× e(α)].
(58)
Here, we assume that the last nucleon for the α-particle has spin − 1/2 (according to scheme of states of nucleons of
nucleus). We have
Dα1, el =
3∑
i=1
zimp
mαi
〈
ψα,f (βα)
∣∣∣ e−ikphραip˜αi∣∣∣ψα,i(βα)〉 ≃ −i h¯kph Zα(kph), (59)
Taking it into account, we rewrite Eq. (58) as∑
α=1,2
Dα1,mag(e
(α)) = i h¯ |kph|Zα(kph) · f1, (60)
and we obtain solution for nucleus (with even number of protons and neutrons). Here, we introduce a new unknown
function f1 (which is independent on characteristics of the emitted photon). Using such a formulation, we find final
solution for the matrix element of emission (49):
M∆M = h¯ (2pi)
3 · kph ·
{
f1 · Zα(kph) ·
〈
Φα−nucl,f(r)
∣∣∣ e−i cA kphr∣∣∣Φα−nucl,i(r) 〉 +
+ f2 · ZA(kph) ·
〈
Φα−nucl,f(r)
∣∣∣ ei cα kphr ∣∣∣Φα−nucl,i(r) 〉}. (61)
One can apply expansion over partial waves (42). We obtain:
M∆M = h¯ (2pi)
3 · kph ·
+∞∑
l=0
il (2l + 1)Pl(cosβ)
{
f1 · Zα(kph) ·M (l)∆E(−cAkph) + f2 · ZA(kph) ·M (l)∆E(cαkph)
}
. (62)
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III. CALCULATIONS, ANALYSIS, DISCUSSIONS
A. Coherent bremsstrahlung in elastic scattering: multipole and dipole approaches, different normalisations
of wave function of scattering
We start from analysis of the coherent bremsstrahlung of photons emitted during elastic scattering. As studied
reaction, we choose the scattering of α-particles off the 197Au nuclei at energy of beam of the α-particles of 50 MeV.
For estimations, we use the multipolar approach (in expansion of wave function of photons; for example, see Eqs. (46)–
(49) in Ref. [2]) and define cross-section of emission of bremsstrahlung photons according to Eq. (58) in Ref. [2]. We
normalize each calculated spectrum on one data-point of existed experimental data for the corresponding reaction.
Such calculations in comparison with experimental data are presented in Fig. 1 (a).
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FIG. 1: (Color online) The coherent bremsstrahlung cross-sections of photons of electric type emitted during the elastic
scattering of α-particles off the 197Au nuclei in comparison with experimental data at energy of beam of the α-particles of
50 MeV. [The bremsstrahlung probabilities are based on the matrix element M
(E, dip)
p defined in Eqs. (22), (28), (29), (34),
without correction M
(E, dip)
p, corr , effective charge is used in dipole approximation in Eq. (32). In numeric calculations of integral
in Eq. (22) over variable r we vary upper limit rmax of this integrals, number of intervals of integration, and obtain convergent
spectra presented in these figures and further ones (current accuracy is at rmax = 20000 fm, number of intervals = 1000000).]
Here, black rectangles are experimental data (Sharan 1993: Ref. [99]), blue solid line is the calculated spectrum in the multipole
approach, green dash-dotted line is the calculated spectrum in the dipole approach, purple dashed line is calculation with new
normalization (see text for explanation). Panel (a): Calculations on multipole VS dipole approaches. One can see that calculated
spectra have maximums at similar energies of photons (minimums are at different photon energies). This indicates on that
maximums are not dependent on way of expansion ow wave function of photons (included to matrix element of emission). Panel
(b): Calculations at different normalizations of wave function of scattering in the final state.
From that figure one can see that agreement between calculations on the basis of multipole approach (see blue
solid line in that figure) and experimental data is not satisfactory. This situation looks to be enough strange, as
we supposed that the multipolar model could give the most accurate description of bremsstrahlung, as we estimated
previously on the basis of other nuclear reactions (see Refs. [60–63, 66–68, 70–72], also see Ref. [108]). It turns out
that difference is essential. However, further detailed analysis has shown the following.
1. In general, calculations of the coherent bremsstrahlung for the elastic α-nucleus scattering at the different
expansions of wave function of photons does not describe experimental data well.
2. In the multipole approach we see clear existence of oscillations with maxima in the spectra. In order to under-
stand why such maxima are appeared, we repeat calculations, using dipole approach (see also [107]) instead of
multipole one. Such calculations are shown in Fig. 1 by the green dashed line. Once again, we do not reach
good description of the experimental data, but maxima are at similar energies of the emitted photons.
3. In calculations above, we normalized wave function for scattering in the state after emission of photons related
to δ-function, as for scattering in quantum mechanics [see Eqs. (21.9) and (21.11) in Ref. [106], p. 89–90]. But,
we can change this normalization, where we require that flux of the incident α-particles on the barrier should be
fixed (i.e. the same) for different energies of these α-particles. In particular, such a normalization is used in order
to obtain better accuracy in calculations of cross-sections of capture of α-particle by nucleus-target in scattering
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(that is based on estimations of penetrability of the barrier in dependence on energy). For higher accuracy, it is
not enough to include just tunneling region to calculations, and resulting cross-sections are changed essentially
in dependence on additional parameters (which characterize internal quantum processes inside nuclear region,
see Refs. [92, 93]]. So, there are indefinities in description of internal quantum processes during scattering (even
without fusion, for the same full wave function, with the same boundary conditions). But, for calculations of
the matrix elements of emission it needs to include outgoing flux also to calculations, and a problem of such
indefinities is resolved. It turns out, that the calculated spectrum basing on such different type of normalization
[see the purple solid line in Fig. 1 (b)] once again has oscillations at similar energies.
4. One can suppose that maximums in the spectra could reflect possible effects from resonant scattering. But,
resonant and potential components of full scattering are included to wave functions in our calculations. So, we
have taken into account interference between such two effects also. But, it is not enough for good description of
experimental data. We conclude that of mechanisms of another nature should be added for better description
of experimental data.
A general tendencies of the all spectra calculated above do not coincide with tendency of the experimental points.
This situation requires to include more details from other mechanisms into the model and calculations.
B. Influence of effective charge Zeff on the coherent bremsstrahlung
Before next analysis, at first we shall analyze role of the effective electric charge in calculations of the bremsstrahlung
spectrum. In particular, we will be interesting in how the spectrum is changed if to change dipole approximation of
the effective charge on its full definition. We define full effective charge Zeff(kph, r) in Eq. (C13) and effective charge
Z
(dip,0)
eff in dipole approximation in Eq. (32):
Zeff(kph, r) = e
ikphr
[
e−i cAkphr
mA
mα +mA
Fα, el − ei cαkphr mα
mα +mA
FA, el
]
,
Z
(dip,0)
eff =
mA zα −mα zA
mα +mA
,
We calculate the coherent bremsstrahlung emission for the elastic scattering on the basis of the matrix element (29):
M
(E)
p = ih¯ (2pi)3
2µN mp
µ
∑
α=1,2
e(α)
〈
Φα−nucl,f(r)
∣∣∣∣Zeff(kph, r) e−ikphr ddr
∣∣∣∣ Φα−nucl,i(r)
〉
,
and we neglect by M
(M)
p = 0 in such an analysis. Such calculations are presented in Fig. 2. From this figure one
can see that the full definition of the effective charge changes the spectrum visibly. But we obtain maximums in
the spectra at similar energies for both approaches (minimums are at different energies). This indicates on that
probabilities of existence of α-nuclear system at energies of such maximums are the largest (and these energies are
not dependent much on the effective electric charge). Also the full definition of effective charge suppresses minimums
in the spectrum essentially.
C. Mechanisms producing incoherent bremsstrahlung in elastic scattering
Results of analysis of bremsstrahlung in proton nucleus scattering [70, 71] clearly show, that inclusion of inco-
herent bremsstrahlung emission can essentially change the full bremsstrahlung spectrum, even its general tendency.
Moreover, analysis of experimental data [23] measured by the TAPS collaboration with good accuracy has shown,
that mechanisms producing the incoherent bremsstrahlung emission can be not small (see Fig. 8 (a) in Ref. [71], for
details).
On such a motivation, as a next step, we include mechanisms producing incoherent bremsstrahlung emission of
photons during the elastic scattering to our model and calculations. In particular, for the elastic scattering we do
not include imaginary part of α-nucleus potential from optical model formalism in calculations of wave functions. We
calculate the spectrum including the matrix element M∆M in Eq. (62):
M∆M = h¯ (2pi)
3 · kph ·
+∞∑
l=0
il (2l + 1)Pl(cosβ)
{
f1 · Zα(kph) ·M (l)∆E(−cAkph) + f2 · ZA(kph) ·M (l)∆E(cαkph)
}
.
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FIG. 2: (Color online) Role of the effective charge Zeff in calculations of the coherent bremsstrahlung cross-sections of photons
of electric type emitted during the elastic scattering of α-particles off the 197Au nuclei in comparison with experimental data at
energy of beam of the α-particles of 50 MeV [the bremsstrahlung probabilities are based on the matrix element M
(E)
p defined
in Eqs. (29)]. Here, black rectangles are experimental data (Sharan 1993: Ref. [99]), red dashed line is the calculated spectrum
for full effective charge Zeff defined in Eq. (C13) in multipole approach, blue solid line is the calculated spectrum for effective
charge Z
(dip,0)
eff at dipole approximation defined in Eq. (32) in the multipole approach, green dash-dotted line is the calculated
spectrum for effective charge Z
(dip,0)
eff at dipole approximation defined in Eq. (32) in the dipole approach. One can see that
calculated spectra have maximums at similar energies of photons (minimums are at different photon energies). This indicates
on that different representations of the effective charge do not shift maximums in the spectra much.
In calculations, we use unknown f1 and f2 as a free parameters (we restrict ourselves by case f1 = f2). Such
parameters characterize of incoherent emission on the basis of coherent emission in elastic scattering, and we extract
these parameters from analysis of experimental data.
In order to extract unknown information about incoherent emission in elastic scattering, emission of photons due
to inelastic mechanisms from experimental data, we introduce the following new receipt:
1. To estimate coherent bremsstrahlung contribution in elastic scattering in description of experimental data.
2. To add incoherent contribution in elastic scattering to calculations, to find free parameter f1, at which agreement
between calculated full spectrum and experimental data will be the best.
3. To add inelastic mechanisms to calculations, to extract information about them from analysis of experimental
data.
We apply such a receipt for analysis of reaction with 197Au. Results of such calculations for the elastic scattering
of α-particles off the 197Au nuclei are presented in Fig. 3.
Conclusion from analysis of such results is the following. Inclusion of mechanisms of incoherent emission to calcu-
lations improves essentially a general tendency in description of the experimental data. However, it cannot reduce
oscillations in calculated spectra which are absent in experimental data. So, we need in further inclusion of other
mechanisms in order to reach better description of experimental data.
D. Inclusion of inelastic mechanisms
In order to study the inelastic mechanisms, we redefine (introduce) α-nucleus wave function as
ϕinelastic(E, r) = ainelastic(E) · ϕelastic(E, r), (63)
where ϕinelastic(E, r) is a new α-nucleus wave function for inelastic scattering, ainelastic(E) is unknown amplitude,
which takes into account inelastic mechanisms. This amplitude should not include properties of resonant and potential
elastic scatterings. We do not change ϕelastic(E, r) in calculations (we use its normalization obtained above for the
elastic scattering). Calculations are presented in Fig. 4. Amplitude ainelastic(E) presented in Fig. 4 (b) provides us
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FIG. 3: (Color online) The bremsstrahlung cross-sections of coherent and incoherent photons emitted during elastic scattering
of α-particles off the 197Au nuclei in comparison with experimental data at energy of beam of the α-particles of 50 MeV [we
use f1 = f2 in the matrix element (62)]. Here, black rectangles are experimental data (Sharan 1993: Ref. [99]), red solid line
is the calculated spectrum with incoherent contribution in the multipole approach, blue dashed line is the calculated spectrum
without incoherent contribution in the multipole approach, green dash-dotted line is the calculated spectrum without incoherent
contribution in the dipole approach. One can see that inclusion of mechanisms producing of incoherent emission of photons
to model allows to improve essentially a general tendency of calculated spectrum (see red solid line in figure) in description of
experimental data. But, oscillations in new calculated spectrum exist. Their maximums are at energies similar to energies of
maxima of previous calculations without incoherent emission (see blue solid line and green dash-dotted line in figure).
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FIG. 4: (Color online) Panel (a): The calculated bremsstrahlung cross-sections of photons emitted during scattering of α-
particles off the 197Au nuclei with inclusion of inelastic mechanisms in comparison with experimental data at energy of beam
of the α-particles of 50 MeV. Here, black rectangles are experimental data (Sharan 1993: Ref. [99]), blue solid line is calculated
spectrum for inelastic scattering with inclusion of amplitude defined in Eq. (63) and presented in figure (b), red dashed line
is the calculated spectrum with incoherent contribution in the multipole approach, brown dash-dotted line is the calculated
spectrum in the multipole approach without incoherent contribution and without inelastic mechanisms, green dash-dotted line
is the calculated spectrum in the dipole approach without incoherent contribution and without inelastic mechanisms. Panel
(b): Amplitude of inelastic mechanisms defined in Eq. (63) and extracted from analysis of the experimental data.
information about inelastic mechanisms in scattering. Such amplitude is obtained via analysis of the bremsstrahlung
photon emission.
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E. Analysis of wave function of relative motion of the α-nucleus system
In order to obtain deeper insight to origin of oscillations in the spectra in Figs. 1–3, we analyse α-nucleus wave
function in the final state (after emission of photon) via the following integral:
I(E) =
rmax∫
rmin
|χl(r, E)|2 dr, Φα−nucl(r) = χl(r)
r
Ylm(θ, φ). (64)
Here, Φα−nucl(r) is the wave function of relative motion of the α-particle concerning to nucleus-target, defined in
Eq. (14), χl(r, E) is the radial wave function after emission of photon used in different calculations of matrix elements
of emission, r is the relative distance between centers of masses of the α-particle and nucleus (r = |r|). Calculations
are presented in Fig. 5 in dependence on external boundary rmax and energy E. According to quantum mechanics, a
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FIG. 5: (Color online) The integral defined in Eq. (64) for the elastic scattering of α-particles off the 197Au nuclei at energy
of beam of the α-particles of 50 MeV [we have fixed normalization of wave function at asymptotic distances as |χ(rasymp)| = 2
with high accuracy in the full studied energy region]. Here, red dashed line is integral calculated at rmax = 10 fm (multiplied
on factor of 9.7), brown dash-dotted line is integral calculated at rmax = 20 fm (multiplied on factor of 4.5), blue solid line is
integral calculated at rmax = 100 fm. One can see clear peaks at some energies for the same normalization of wave function.
These peaks give own contribution in the bremsstrahlung spectrum, forming oscillations of this spectrum. By such a way, we
explain origin of oscillations in the bremsstrahlung spectrum even for the elastic scattering.
physical sense of such an integral can be understood as probability of formation of compound nuclear system (from
the α-particle and nucleus-target) with external boundary at rmax during elastic scattering. From this figure one can
see that integral has oscillating behavior in dependence on energy of the incident α-particles, this oscillations have
maximums at some energies.
One can understand origin of such oscillations from the following logics. The compound nuclear system is formed
due to penetration of the α-particle through barrier including all further oscillations inside internal nuclear region.
While coefficient of penetrability through the barrier has monotonous dependence on energy, but oscillations and
condition of the wave function to be finite at zero provide oscillating behavior in dependence on energy of the incident
α-particles [see Ref. [92], the simplest clear understanding can be obtained from Fig. 1 in that paper]. In result,
we obtain oscillations with maximums of wave function for scattering (which includes both tunneling and oscillating
phenomena). Maximums of integral (64) correspond to the largest probabilities of formation of compound nuclear
system, i.e. they indicate on resonant scattering at such energies. In particular, from Fig. 5 one can see that the
closer the external boundary rmax to the size of nucleus (i.e., about 12–15 fm), the larger (more important) resonating
effects in scattering. But, external region suppresses such resonating effects. The matrix element of emission (and the
corresponding bremsstrahlung spectrum) includes such a wave function in the final state with oscillating behavior, so
it has such an oscillating behavior also. So, we have explained origin of oscillations in the bremsstrahlung spectra on
the basis of nuclear scattering theory.
In Fig. 6 we add ratios for the coherent contribution in elastic scattering, incoherent contribution in elastic scattering
and contribution of emitted photons due to inelastic mechanisms in scattering concerning to the full bremsstrahlung
spectrum for this reaction.
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FIG. 6: (Color online) Ratios between the coherent contribution, incoherent contribution and contribution caused by inelastic
mechanisms concerning to the full bremsstrahlung spectrum for full scattering of α-particles off the 197Au nuclei at energy of
beam of the α-particles of 50 MeV. Here, brown dash-dotted line is extracted contribution of coherent emission during elastic
scattering (without incoherent contribution and without inelastic mechanisms), red dashed line is extracted contribution of
incoherent emission during elastic scattering (without coherent contribution and without inelastic mechanisms), blue solid line
is extracted contribution for inelastic mechanisms during scattering, As this is a new type of information, we present it in both
linear scale (a) and logarithmic one (b). In particular, from figure (b) one can better see that internal structure of nucleus
(related with inelastic mechanisms) is more visible at higher photon energies, starting from 29 MeV. Inside photon energy
region from 18 to 29 MeV, elastic scattering is more important. Practically, inside the full photon energy region, coherent
emission is larger (i.e., more important) than incoherent one.
F. Bremsstrahlung emission for 59Co, 116Sn and 107Ag
At finishing, we add calculations of the bremsstrahlung spectra in the elastic scattering of α-particles off the 59Co,
116Sn and 107Ag nuclei at 50 MeV of energy of α-particles beam. Results of such calculations for 59Co are presented
in Fig. 7. From this figure one can see that even without inelastic mechanisms, inclusion of incoherent emission to
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FIG. 7: (Color online) Panel (a): The calculated bremsstrahlung cross-sections of photons emitted during elastic scattering
of α-particles off the 59Co nuclei with inclusion of incoherent emission and without it in comparison with experimental data
at energy of beam of the α-particles of 50 MeV. Here, green triangles are experimental data (Sharan 1993: Ref. [99]), purple
solid line is the calculated spectrum with inclusion of coherent and incoherent bremsstrahlung contributions, purple dash-
dotted line is the calculated spectrum for coherent bremsstrahlung without incoherent emission. Panel (b): Ratios between
coherent or incoherent contribution and full bremsstrahlung spectrum for this reaction. One can see that at higher energies
each contribution is larger than full spectrum, that is explained by destructive interference between coherent and incoherent
emissions. In general, the coherent emission is larger than the incoherent emission inside full energy region.
the model and calculations allows to describe experimental data really well in full energy region! A presence of minor
disagreement between theory and experimental data at for two data points (at Eγ = 26.6 MeV and Eγ = 28.3 MeV)
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indicates on minor role of inelastic mechanisms at such energies (which also shown in tiny oscillations in full spectrum).
They can be further studied and estimated as this was obtained for reaction α + 197Au above (we omit this analysis
in this paper).
In Fig. 8 we show our calculations for 116Sn. Here, we observe larger oscillations in the calculated spectra, than for
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FIG. 8: (Color online) Panel (a): The calculated bremsstrahlung cross-sections of photons emitted during elastic scattering
of α-particles off the 116Sn nuclei with inclusion of incoherent emission and without it in comparison with experimental data
at energy of beam of the α-particles of 50 MeV. Here, brown rhombuses are experimental data (Sharan 1993: Ref. [99]),
violet solid line is the calculated spectrum with inclusion of coherent and incoherent bremsstrahlung contributions, violet dash-
dotted line is the calculated spectrum for coherent bremsstrahlung without incoherent emission. Panel (b): Ratios between
coherent or incoherent contribution and full bremsstrahlung spectrum for this reaction. One can see that at higher energies
each contribution is larger than full spectrum, that is explained by destructive interference between coherent and incoherent
emissions. The coherent emission is larger than the incoherent emission inside full energy region.
nucleus 59Co, and smaller than for 197Au. But, general agreement between experimental data and our calculations
is nod bad. Once again, inclusion of incoherent emission to calculations improves essentially such an agreement.
Also we estimated the bremsstrahlung spectra for scattering of α-particles off the 107Ag nuclei at energy of beam
of the α-particles of 50 MeV [for calculations we choose nucleus 107Ag, while natAg was used in experiments, see
Ref. [99]]. For 107Ag we observe similar pictures (see Fig. 9) as results given in Fig. 8 for 116Sn. Also we provide
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FIG. 9: (Color online) Panel (a): The calculated bremsstrahlung cross-sections of photons emitted during elastic scattering of
α-particles off the 107Ag nuclei with inclusion of incoherent emission and without it in comparison with experimental data at
energy of beam of the α-particles of 50 MeV. Here, red stars are experimental data (Sharan 1993: Ref. [99]), dark blue solid
line is the calculated spectrum with inclusion of coherent and incoherent bremsstrahlung contributions, dark blue dash-dotted
line is the calculated spectrum for coherent bremsstrahlung without incoherent emission. Panel (b): Ratios between coherent
or incoherent contribution and full bremsstrahlung spectrum for this reaction.
the corresponding ratios between coherent emission or incoherent emission and full spectrum for each reaction [see
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Figs. 7 (b), 8 (b) and 9 (b)]. From here one can see the largest role for coherent emission, but incoherent emission is
not small. Such an analysis demonstrates advance of our approach to extract accurate information about incoherent
emission for the α-nucleus scattering for the full energy region, basing on existed experimental data.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we investigate bremsstrahlung emission of photons during scattering of α-particles off nuclei. We
have generalized our bremsstrahlung theory [see Refs. [1, 2, 60–73], and references therein] for that reaction, where we
add new formalism for coherent and incoherent emission of photons for elastic scattering and mechanisms of inelastic
scattering. For the analysis of the bremsstrahlung spectra we have chosen the scattering of α-particles off the 59Co,
116Sn, natAg and 197Au nuclei at energy of beam of the α-particles of 50 MeV, for which the bremsstrahlung photons
were measured at the Variable Energy Cyclotron Centre, Calcutta [99].
• We start analysis from heavy nucleus 197Au. As we estimated, the leading contribution to the full spectrum is
given by coherent emission for elastic scattering for this nucleus. It turns out, that calculations of such emission
is in disagreement with the experimental data. In particular, we observe clear presence of oscillations with large
amplitudes (and different periods) in the spectrum (which are absent in the experimental data, see Fig. 1). We
conclude that it is not enough to describe bremsstrahlung in scattering only on the basis of coherent emission
for elastic processes.
• In order to understand origin of oscillations in the spectra and test such results, we applied different methods
of expansion of wave function of photons (we used multipole and dipole approaches), and different types of
normalization of α-nucleus wave function for elastic scattering. But, all calculated spectra have oscillations with
maxima at similar energies of photons (see Fig. 1). We conclude that such results are not much dependent
on the way of description of coherent emission of photons, but they are more related with used description of
α-nucleus wave function for elastic scattering (without photons).
• Note that resonant and potential components of full elastic scattering are included to wave functions in our
calculations. So, we have taken into account interference between such two effects. But, it is not enough for
good description of experimental data. We conclude that other mechanisms of inelastic (nature) origin should
be added for better description of experimental data.
• Analyzing different approximations of effective electric charge Zeff , we find that this effective charge can change
the spectrum visibly (see Fig. 2). This is indication on that different scenarios of dynamical evolution of the
α-particle concerning to nucleus (which can be constructed via different evolutions of distribution of full electric
charge inside the nuclear system in dependence of relative distance between α-particle and nucleus) can be
studied via analysis of the bremsstrahlung spectra. But, we observe that variations of effective electric charge
(related with evolution of α-particle concerning to nucleus) do not change essentially energies of maximums of
the spectra (minimums are at different energies). Maximums of the spectra indicate on the largest probabilities
of existence of α-nuclear system, i.e. some the most stable states with energies corresponding to such maximums.
To follow to such a logic, such stable states do not dependent essentially on the effective electric charge.
• Inclusion of incoherent emission for elastic scattering to calculations allows to improve essentially a general
tendency of calculated spectrum in description of experimental data. But, the full spectrum has oscillations
with large amplitudes, that is in disagreement with experimental data (see Fig. 3). We conclude that inclusion
of incoherent emission is not enough to describe experimental data. Also we find that inclusion of the incoherent
emission to calculations does not shift energies of maximums of oscillations in spectrum much. This reinforces
our supposition that oscillations in the spectra are more related with used form of α-nucleus wave function for
elastic scattering.
• After analysis of results above, we conclude that good agreement with experimental data can be obtained if to
suppose more important role of inelastic mechanisms during scattering at some energies. We introduce a new
unknown amplitude of inelastic mechanisms, which should be taken into account in wave function of the α-
nucleus scattering. Before constructing (searching) of analytical formula for this unknown amplitude, we would
like to obtain the first understanding about it. From analysis of experimental data, we extract information about
such an amplitude [see Fig. 4 (b)]. We observe oscillating behavior of modulus of this amplitude with maxima at
energies related with maxima of the bremsstrahlung for elastic scattering. Maxima of modulus of this amplitude
should indicate maximal probabilities of formed compound nucleus system (at energy after emission of photon).
We suppose that such compact structures is indication of formation of cluster structures in nucleus-target. We
give predictions for these energies for the studied scattering of α+ 197Au.
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• We explain origin of oscillations in the bremsstrahlung spectra via resonating effects in elastic scattering (see
Fig. 5 and explanations in text). We provide detailed information about contributions for coherent emission
and incoherent emission during elastic scattering, also emission of photons due to inelastic mechanisms during
inelastic scattering for the nucleus 197Au (see Fig. 6).
• As next step, we analyze bremsstrahlung emission for scattering on more light nucleus 59Co at 50 MeV of the
α-particle beam energy. We observe that our approach describes experimental data with really well agrement
on the full photon energy region even without inclusion of inelastic mechanisms to calculations (see Fig. 7, these
our calculations improve previous theoretical description of experimental data in Ref. [99]). We conclude that
role of incoherent emission in full bremsstrahlung is very important and not small for good description of these
experimental data. We provide the corresponding information about coherent and incoherent contributions to
the full bremsstrahlung sopectrum. This confirms the largest role of coherent emission. But at higher energies
there is destructive interference between coherent and incoherent contributions.
• Finally, we analyze bremsstrahlung emission for elastic scattering on middle nucleus 116Sn and 107Ag at 50 MeV
of the α-particle beam energy. For these reactions, we observe larger oscillations in the bremsstrahlung spectrum
than for 59Co, but smaller oscillations than for 197Au. In general, we obtain enough good agreement between
calculations and experimental data (see Figs. 8 and 9).
• For possible future experimental checking and study of possible oscillations in the bremsstrahlung spectra of
photons emitted during the scattering of the α-particle off nuclei, we recommend to use heavier nuclei and lower
energies of the α-particle beams as possible. Possible measurements of photons at higher energies will provide
more detailed and rich information about internal nuclear processes. Experimental information about energies
of photons at maximums in the spectra will be also very useful for further theoretical investigations.
In order to test our calculations and formalism (giving oscillations in the bremsstrahlung spectra for elastic α-
nucleus scattering, and especially our results for nucleus 197Au), we have reconstructed our previous results for
bremsstrahlung in α decay (see Fig. 1 (b) in Ref. [2]). By such a way, we have constructed an unified bremsstrahlung
theory form α-nucleus scattering and α decay. The developed approach allows to extract from experimental data
accurate information about coherent, incoherent emissions, emission of photons caused by inelastic mechanisms during
scattering (see Fig. 6). This approach can be used for detailed investigations of such compact structures in nuclei
during scattering and estimating corresponding energies.
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Appendix A: Operator of emission in relative coordinates
In this Appendix we find operator of emission in relative coordinates. We start from Eq. (3) rewritten via momenta:
Hˆγ = −
√
2pic2
h¯wph
4∑
i=1
∑
α=1,2
e−ikphri
{
µN
2zimp
mαi
e(α) · pˆαi + i µ(an)i σ ·
(
−h¯[kph × e(α)]+ [pˆαi × e(α)])
}
−
−
√
2pic2
h¯wph
A∑
j=1
∑
α=1,2
e−ikphrj
{
µN
2zjmp
mAj
e(α) · pˆAj + i µ(an)j σ ·
(
−h¯[kph × e(α)]+ [pˆAj × e(α)])
}
.
(A1)
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Substituting here formulas (7) for pˆαi, pˆαn, pˆAj and pˆAA, we find:
Hˆγ = −
√
2pic2
h¯wph
∑
α=1,2
4∑
i=1
e−ikphri
{
µN
2zimp
mA +mα
e(α) · Pˆ+ i µ(an)i
mαi
mA +mα
σ · [Pˆ× e(α)] +
+ µN
2zimp
mα
e(α) · pˆ+ i µ(an)i
mαi
mα
σ · [pˆ× e(α)] +
+
(
µN
2zimp
mαi
mα −mαi
mα
)
i6=n
e(α) · p˜αi − µN 2zimp
mα
e(α) ·
n−1∑
k=1,k 6=i
p˜αk − i h¯ µ(an)i σ ·
[
kph × e(α)
]
+
+ i µ
(an)
i
(mα −mαi
mα
σ · [p˜αi × e(α)])
i6=n
− i µ(an)i
mαi
mα
σ ·
[ n−1∑
k=1,k 6=i
p˜αk × e(α)
]}
−
−
√
2pic2
h¯wph
∑
α=1,2
A∑
j=1
e−ikphrj
{
µN
2zjmp
mA +mα
e(α) · Pˆ+ i µ(an)j
mAj
mA +mα
σ · [Pˆ× e(α)] −
− µN 2zjmp
mA
e(α) · pˆ− i µ(an)j
mAj
mA
σ · [pˆ× e(α)] +
+
(
µN
2zjmp
mAj
mA −mAj
mA
)
j 6=A
e(α) · p˜Aj − µN 2zjmp
mA
e(α) ·
A−1∑
k=1,k 6=j
p˜Ak − i h¯ µ(an)j σ ·
[
kph × e(α)
]
+
+ i µ
(an)
j
(mA −mAj
mA
σ · [p˜Aj × e(α)])
j 6=A
− i µ(an)j
mAj
mA
σ ·
[ A−1∑
k=1,k 6=j
p˜Ak × e(α)
]}
.
(A2)
This formula can be rewritten as
Hˆγ = HˆP + Hˆp +∆ Hˆγ + Hˆk, (A3)
where
∆Hˆγ = −
√
2pic2
h¯wph
∑
α=1,2
4∑
i=1
e−ikphri
{(
µN
2zimp
mαi
mα −mαi
mα
)
i6=n
e(α) · p˜αi − µN 2zimp
mα
e(α) ·
n−1∑
k=1,k 6=i
p˜αk +
+ i µ
(an)
i
(mα −mαi
mα
σ · [p˜αi × e(α)])
i6=n
− i µ(an)i
mαi
mα
σ ·
[ n−1∑
k=1,k 6=i
p˜αk × e(α)
]}
−
−
√
2pic2
h¯wph
∑
α=1,2
A∑
j=1
e−ikphrj
{(
µN
2zjmp
mAj
mA −mAj
mA
)
j 6=A
e(α) · p˜Aj − µN 2zjmp
mA
e(α) ·
A−1∑
k=1,k 6=j
p˜Ak +
+ i µ
(an)
j
(mA −mAj
mA
σ · [p˜Aj × e(α)])
j 6=A
− i µ(an)j
mAj
mA
σ ·
[ A−1∑
k=1,k 6=j
p˜Ak × e(α)
]}
(A4)
and solutions for operators HˆP , Hˆp, Hˆk in relative coordinates are given by Eqs. (16)–(18) in Appendix B in Ref. [2].
But, operator Hˆγ was not presented in that paper in a final form. So, we calculate it in this Appendix.
The formula (A4) includes only internal moments of nucleons, so it can be separated on two groups of terms,
including and excluding spin. On such a basis, rewrite Eq. (A4) as
∆Hˆγ = ∆HˆγE +∆HˆγM , (A5)
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where
∆HˆγE = −
√
2pic2
h¯wph
µN
2mp
mα
∑
α=1,2
e(α)
n∑
i=1
zi e
−ikphri
{(mα
mαi
p˜αi
)
i6=n
−
n−1∑
k=1
p˜αk
}
−
−
√
2pic2
h¯wph
µN
2mp
mA
∑
α=1,2
e(α)
A∑
j=1
zj e
−ikphrj
{( mA
mAj
p˜Aj
)
j 6=A
−
A−1∑
k=1
p˜Ak
}
,
∆HˆγM = − i
√
2pic2
h¯wph
∑
α=1,2
n∑
i=1
µ
(an)
i e
−ikphri
{(
σ · [p˜αi × e(α)])
i6=n
− mαi
mα
n−1∑
k=1
σ · [p˜αk × e(α)]
}
−
− i
√
2pic2
h¯wph
∑
α=1,2
A∑
j=1
µ
(an)
j e
−ikphrj
{(
σ · [p˜Aj × e(α)])
j 6=A
− mAj
mA
A−1∑
k=1
σ · [p˜Ak × e(α)]
}
,
(A6)
where we take into account property:
n∑
i=1
ai
{(
bi p˜αi
)
i6=n
+ bi
n−1∑
k=1,k 6=i
p˜αk
}
=
(
a1b1 + a2b2 + a3b3 + a4b4
){
p˜α1 + p˜α2 + p˜α3
}
=
n∑
i=1
aibi ·
n−1∑
k=1
p˜αk. (A7)
We rewrite these solutions in relative coordinates. Using Eqs. (6):
rαi = ραi +R+ cA r, rAj = ρAj +R− cα r,
rαn = R+ cAr− 1
mn
n−1∑
k=1
mk ραk, rAA = R− cαr−
1
mAA
A−1∑
k=1
mk ρAk,
we obtain:
∆HˆγE = −
√
2pic2
h¯wph
2µN e
−ikphR
∑
α=1,2
e(α) ×
×
{[
e−i cA kphr
n−1∑
i=1
zimp
mαi
e−ikphραi p˜αi + e
i cα kphr
A−1∑
j=1
zjmp
mAj
e−ikphρAj p˜Aj
]
−
−
[
mp
mα
e−i cA kphr
n∑
i=1
zi e
−ikphραi
n−1∑
k=1
p˜αk +
mp
mA
ei cα kphr
A∑
j=1
zj e
−ikphρAj
A−1∑
k=1
p˜Ak
]}
,
(A8)
∆HˆγM = − i
√
2pic2
h¯wph
e−ikphR
∑
α=1,2
×
×
{[
e−ikphcA r
n−1∑
i=1
µ
(an)
i e
−ikphραi σ · [p˜αi × e(α)]+ eikphcα r A−1∑
j=1
µ
(an)
j e
−ikphρAj σ · [p˜Aj × e(α)]
]
−
×
[
e−ikphcA r
n∑
i=1
µ
(an)
i
mαi
mα
e−ikphραi
n−1∑
k=1
σ · [p˜αk × e(α)]+ eikphcα r A∑
j=1
µ
(an)
j
mAj
mA
e−ikphρAj
A−1∑
k=1
σ · [p˜Ak × e(α)]
}
.
(A9)
Appendix B: Integration over space variable R
In Eq. (14) we defined the wave function of the full nuclear system, which after ignoring correction ∆Ψ obtains
form:
Ψ = Φ(R) · F (r, βA, βα), F (r, βA, βα) = Φα−nucl(r) · ψnucl(βA) · ψα(βα), (B1)
Here, Φ(R) is wave function describing evolution of center of mass of the full nuclear system. We shall assume
approximated form for the function Φs¯ before and after emission of photons as
Φs¯(R) = e
−iKs¯·R, (B2)
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where s¯ = i or f (indexes i and f denote the initial state, i.e. the state before emission of photon, and the final state,
i.e. the state after emission of photon), Ks is momentum of the total system [? ]. Previously, in α decay study we
assumed Ki = 0, as we considered the α-decaying nuclear system before emission of photons as not moving in the
laboratory frame. However, for α-nucleus scattering Ki 6= 0 is more reasonable (it seems for α decay we should also
use Ki 6= 0, that should be taken into account in further study).
Let us calculate the contribution Mp [starting from Eq. (18)]:
Mp = −
∫ +∞
−∞
ei (Kf−Ki−kph)·R dR ×
×
∑
α=1,2
〈
Ff
∣∣∣∣ 2µN mp {e−i cAkphr 1mα
4∑
i=1
zi e
−ikphραi − ei cαkphr 1
mA
A∑
j=1
zj e
−ikphρAj
}
e(α) · pˆ +
+ i
{
e−i cAkphr
1
mα
4∑
i=1
µ
(an)
i mαi e
−ikphραi σ − ei cαkphr 1
mA
A∑
j=1
µ
(an)
j mAj e
−ikphρAj σ
}
· [pˆ× e(α)] ∣∣∣∣Fi
〉
.
(B3)
δ-Function is defined as ∫ +∞
−∞
ei (Kf−Ki−k)·R dR = (2pi)3δ(Kf −Ki − k). (B4)
And from (B3) we obtain:
Mp = − (2pi)3δ(Kf −Ki − kph) ×
×
∑
α=1,2
〈
Ff
∣∣∣∣ 2µN mp {e−i cAkphr 1mα
4∑
i=1
zi e
−ikphραi − ei cαkphr 1
mA
A∑
j=1
zj e
−ikphρAj
}
e(α) · pˆ +
+ i
{
e−i cAkphr
1
mα
4∑
i=1
µ
(an)
i mαi e
−ikphραi σ − ei cαkphr 1
mA
A∑
j=1
µ
(an)
j mAj e
−ikphρAj σ
}
· [pˆ× e(α)] ∣∣∣∣Fi
〉
.
(B5)
In this formula we have integration over space variables r, ραi, ρAj (i = 1 . . . n− 1, j = 1 . . . A).
For other matrix elements we obtain:
Mk = (2pi)
3δ(Kf −Ki − kph) ×
× i h¯
∑
α=1,2
〈
Ff
∣∣∣∣
{
e−i cA kphr
4∑
i=1
µ
(an)
i e
−ikphραi σ + ei cα kphr
A∑
j=1
µ
(an)
j e
−ikphρAj σ
}
· [kph × e(α)]
∣∣∣∣Fi
〉
,
(B6)
M∆E = − (2pi)3δ(Kf −Ki − kph) ×
× 2µN
∑
α=1,2
e(α)
〈
Ff
∣∣∣∣
[
e−i cA kphr
3∑
i=1
zimp
mαi
e−ikphραi p˜αi + e
i cα kphr
A−1∑
j=1
zjmp
mAj
e−ikphρAj p˜Aj
]
−
−
[
mp
mα
e−i cA kphr
4∑
i=1
zi e
−ikphραi
(n−1∑
k=1
p˜αk
)
+
mp
mA
ei cα kphr
A∑
j=1
zj e
−ikphρAj
(A−1∑
k=1
p˜Ak
) ]∣∣∣∣Fi
〉
,
(B7)
M∆M = − i (2pi)3δ(Kf −Ki − kph) ×
×
∑
α=1,2
〈
Ff
∣∣∣∣
[
e−ikphcA r
n−1∑
i=1
µ
(an)
i e
−ikphραi σ · [p˜αi × e(α)]+ eikphcα r A−1∑
j=1
µ
(an)
j e
−ikphρAj σ · [p˜Aj × e(α)]
]
−
−
[
e−ikphcA r
n∑
i=1
µ
(an)
i
mαi
mα
e−ikphραi
n−1∑
k=1
σ · [p˜αk × e(α)]+ eikphcα r A∑
j=1
µ
(an)
j
mAj
mA
e−ikphρAj
A−1∑
k=1
σ · [p˜Ak × e(α)]]
∣∣∣∣Fi
〉
.
(B8)
For α-nucleus scattering for MP we have Ki 6= 0 and obtain property:
PˆΨi = PˆΦi(R)Fi = − h¯Ki Φs¯(R)Fi, Ki 6= 0. (B9)
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We calculate the last matrix element:
MP = h¯ (2pi)
3 δ(Kf −Ki − kph) ×
× 1
mA +mα
∑
α=1,2
〈
Ff
∣∣∣∣ 2µN mp
{
e−i cA kphr
4∑
i=1
zi e
−ikphραi + ei cα kphr
A∑
j=1
zj e
−ikphρAj
}
e(α) ·Ki +
+ i
{
e−i cA kphr
4∑
i=1
µ
(an)
i mαi e
−ikphραi σ + ei cα kphr
A∑
j=1
µ
(an)
j mAj e
−ikphρAj σ
}
· [Ki × e(α)]
∣∣∣∣Fi
〉
.
(B10)
Appendix C: Electric and magnetic form factors
In calculation of the matrix element Mp, we follow to formalism of Ref. [2] [see Eqs. (C1)–(C10), in Appendix C in
that paper] and obtain:
Mp = ih¯ (2pi)
3δ(Kf −Ki − kph) ·
∑
α=1,2
∫
Φ∗α−nucl,f(r) e
ikphr ×
×
{
2µN mp
[
e−i cAkphr
1
mα
Fα, el − ei cαkphr 1
mA
FA, el
]
e−ikphr · e(α) d
dr
+
+ i
[
e−i cAkphr
1
mα
Fα,mag − ei cαkphr 1
mA
FA,mag
]
e−ikphr ·
[ d
dr
× e(α)
]}
· Φα−nucl,i(r) dr,
(C1)
where we introduced electric and magnetic form factors of the α-particle and nucleus as
Fα, el(kph) =
4∑
n=1
〈
ψα,f (βα)
∣∣∣ zn e−ikphραn ∣∣∣ψα,i(βα)〉,
FA, el(kph) =
A∑
m=1
〈
ψnucl,f(βA)
∣∣∣ zm e−ikphρAm∣∣∣ψnucl,i(βA)〉,
Fα,mag(kph) =
4∑
i=1
〈
ψα,f (βα)
∣∣∣µ(an)i mαi e−ikphραi σ∣∣∣ψα,i(βα)〉,
FA,mag(kph) =
A∑
j=1
〈
ψnucl,f(βA)
∣∣∣µ(an)j mAj e−ikphρAj σ∣∣∣ψnucl,i(βA)〉.
(C2)
Matrix elements M∆E, M∆M , Mk and MP were not found in that paper in final form. So, we will obtain them here.
1. Calculations for the matrix elements M∆E and M∆M
We substitute explicit representation (B1) for wave function F (r, βA, βα) to the matrix elements M∆E and M∆M
in form (B7) and (B8) and rewrite integration over variable r explicitly. We take into account that function ψα,s(βα)
is dependent of variables ραn (i.e. it is not dependent on variables ρAm), as the function ψnucl,s(βA) is dependent
on variables ρAm (i.e. it is not dependent on variables ραn). We take into account normalization condition for wave
functions as 〈
ψnucl,f(βA)
∣∣∣ψnucl,i(βA)〉 = 1, 〈ψα,f (βα) ∣∣∣ψα,i(βα)〉 = 1, (C3)
and we take into account definition for relative momentum as
psmall = −ih¯ d
dr
. (C4)
And we obtain the following solutions:
M∆E = − (2pi)3δ(Kf −Ki − kph) · 2µN
∑
α=1,2
e(α)
∫
Φ∗α−nucl,f(r) ×
×
{[
e−i cA kphr Dα1, el + e
i cα kphr DA1, el
]
−
[mp
mα
e−i cA kphr Dα2, el +
mp
mA
ei cα kphr DA2, el
]}
· Φα−nucl,i(r) dr,
(C5)
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M∆M = − i (2pi)3δ(Kf −Ki − kph) ·
∑
α=1,2
∫
Φ∗α−nucl,f(r) ×
×
{[
e−i cA kphr Dα1,mag(e
(α)) + ei cα kphr DA1,mag(e
(α))
]
−
−
[
e−i cA kphr Dα2,mag(e
(α)) + ei cα kphr DA2,mag(e
(α))
]}
· Φα−nucl,i(r) dr,
(C6)
where
Dα1, el =
3∑
i=1
zimp
mαi
〈
ψα,f (βα)
∣∣∣ e−ikphραi p˜αi∣∣∣ψα,i(βα)〉,
DA1, el =
A−1∑
i=1
zjmp
mAj
〈
ψA,f(βA)
∣∣∣ e−ikphρAj p˜Aj∣∣∣ψAj(βA)〉,
Dα2, el =
4∑
i=1
zi
〈
ψα,f (βα)
∣∣∣ e−ikphραi (n−1∑
k=1
p˜αk
)∣∣∣ψα,i(βα)〉,
DA2, el =
A∑
i=1
zj
〈
ψA,f (βA)
∣∣∣ e−ikphρAj(A−1∑
k=1
p˜Ak
)∣∣∣ψAj(βA)〉,
(C7)
Dα1,mag(e
(α)) =
3∑
i=1
µ
(an)
i
〈
ψα,f (βα)
∣∣∣ e−ikphραi σ · [p˜αi × e(α)]∣∣∣ψα,i(βα)〉,
DA1,mag(e
(α)) =
A−1∑
j=1
µ
(an)
j
〈
ψA,f (βA)
∣∣∣ e−ikphρAj σ · [p˜Aj × e(α)]∣∣∣ψAj(βA)〉,
Dα2,mag(e
(α)) =
4∑
i=1
µ
(an)
i
mαi
mα
〈
ψα,f (βα)
∣∣∣ e−ikphραi σ · [(n−1∑
k=1
p˜αk
)
× e(α)
]∣∣∣ψα,i(βα)〉,
DA2,mag(e
(α)) =
A∑
j=1
µ
(an)
j
mAj
mA
〈
ψA,f (βA)
∣∣∣ e−ikphρAj σ · [(A−1∑
k=1
p˜Ak
)
× e(α)
]∣∣∣ψA,i(βA)〉.
(C8)
2. Calculations for the matrix elements Mk
For Mk we obtained solution (B6):
Mk = i h¯ (2pi)
3δ(Kf −Ki − kph) ·
∑
α=1,2
[
kph × e
(α)
] ∫
Φ∗α−nucl,f(r) ×
×
{
e−i cA kphr Dα, k + e
i cα kphr DA, k
}
· Φα−nucl,i(r) dr,
(C9)
where
Dα, k =
4∑
i=1
µ
(an)
i
〈
ψα,f (βα)
∣∣∣ e−ikphραi σ∣∣∣ψα,i(βα)〉,
DA, k =
A∑
j=1
µ
(an)
j
〈
ψA,f (βA)
∣∣∣ e−ikphρAj σ∣∣∣ψA,j(βA)〉.
(C10)
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3. Calculations for the matrix elements MP
For MP we obtained solution (B10):
MP = h¯ (2pi)
3δ(Kf −Ki − kph) · 1
mA +mα
∑
α=1,2
∫
Φ∗α−nucl,f(r) ×
×
{
2µN mp
[
e−i cA kphrDα,P el + e
i cα kphrDA,P el
]
e(α) ·Ki+
+ i
[
e−i cA kphr Dα,P mag + e
i cα kphr DA,P mag
]
· [Ki × e(α)]
}
· Φα−nucl,i(r) dr,
(C11)
where
Dα,P el =
4∑
i=1
zi
〈
ψα,f (βα)
∣∣∣ e−ikphραi∣∣∣ψα,i(βα)〉 = Fα, el,
DA,P el =
A∑
j=1
zj
〈
ψA,f (βA)
∣∣∣ e−ikphρAj ∣∣∣ψA,j(βA)〉 = FA, el,
Dα,P mag =
4∑
i=1
µ
(an)
i mαi
〈
ψα,f (βα)
∣∣∣ e−ikphραi σ∣∣∣ψα,i(βα)〉 = Fα,mag,
DA,P mag =
A∑
j=1
µ
(an)
j mAj
〈
ψA,f (βA)
∣∣∣ e−ikphρAj σ∣∣∣ψA,j(βA)〉 = FA,mag.
(C12)
4. Effective electric charge and effective magnetic moment of the full system
Following to logics in Ref. [2], we introduce effective electric charge and effective magnetic moment of the full
α-nucleus system [see Eqs. (30)–(35) in that paper] as
Zeff(kph, r) = e
ikphr
[
e−i cAkphr
mA
mα +mA
Fα, el − ei cαkphr mα
mα +mA
FA, el
]
,
Meff(kph, r) = e
ikphr
[
e−i cAkphr
mA
mα +mA
Fα,mag − ei cαkphr mα
mα +mA
FA,mag
]
.
(C13)
On such a basis, expression (C1) for Mp can be rewritten in a compact form as
1
Mp = ih¯ (2pi)
3 1
µ
δ(Kf −Ki − kph) ·
∑
α=1,2
∫
Φ∗α−nucl,f(r) e
−ikphr ×
×
{
2µN mp · Zeff(kph, r) · e(α) d
dr
+ iMeff(kph, r) ·
[ d
dr
× e(α)
]}
· Φα−nucl,i(r) dr,
(C14)
where
µ =
mαmA
mα +mA
(C15)
is reduced mass of system of α-particle and the nucleus.
1 The formula (C14) is different from Eq. (35) in Ref. [2], as includes additional momentum Ki in the initial state in δ-function, that
corresponds to momentum of the α-particles in beam in the scattering process.
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Appendix D: Integration over momentum Kf
We will calculate cross-section of emission of photons, not dependent on vector Kf (i.e., momentum of the full
nuclear system after emission of photon in laboratory frame). Therefore, we have to average matrix element over all
degrees of freedom related with Kf , i.e. we integrate these matrix elements over Kf . Using property:∫
δ(Ki −Kf − k) dKf = 1, (D1)
we integrate each matrix element as
Ms ⇒
∫
Ms(Kf ) dKf , (D2)
where s is index indicating the matrix elements Mp,MP , Mk, M∆E andM∆M . In particular, from (C14), (C7), (C9),
(C11), (C12) we obtain:
Mp = ih¯ (2pi)
3 1
µ
∑
α=1,2
∫
Φ∗α−nucl,f(r) e
−ikphr ×
×
{
2µN mp · Zeff(kph, r) · e(α) d
dr
+ iMeff(kph, r) ·
[ d
dr
× e(α)
]}
· Φα−nucl,i(r) dr.
(D3)
MP =
h¯ (2pi)3
mA +mα
∑
α=1,2
∫
Φ∗α−nucl,f(r)
{
2µN mp
[
e−i cA kphrFα, el + e
i cα kphrFA, el
]
e(α) ·Ki+
+ i
[
e−i cA kphr Fα,mag + e
i cα kphr FA,mag
]
· [Ki × e(α)]
}
· Φα−nucl,i(r) dr.
(D4)
Mk = i h¯ (2pi)
3
∑
α=1,2
[
kph × e
(α)
] ∫
Φ∗α−nucl,f(r)
{
e−i cA kphr Dα, k + e
i cα kphr DA, k
}
· Φα−nucl,i(r) dr, (D5)
M∆E = − (2pi)3 2µN
∑
α=1,2
e(α)
∫
Φ∗α−nucl,f(r)
{[
e−i cA kphr Dα1, el + e
i cα kphr DA1, el
]
−
−
[mp
mα
e−i cA kphr Dα2, el +
mp
mA
ei cα kphr DA2, el
]}
· Φα−nucl,i(r) dr,
(D6)
M∆M = − i (2pi)3
∑
α=1,2
∫
Φ∗α−nucl,f(r)
{[
e−i cA kphr Dα1,mag(e
(α)) + ei cα kphr DA1,mag(e
(α))
]
−
−
[
e−i cA kphr Dα2,mag(e
(α)) + ei cα kphr DA2,mag(e
(α))
]}
· Φα−nucl,i(r) dr,
(D7)
Also we have
Ki = Kf + k. (D8)
Appendix E: Electric form factor of the nucleus
In this Appendix we describe many nucleon formalism of nucleus needed in calculations of form factors and matrix
elements of emission. We follow to formalism given in Appendix A in Ref. [71]. We define the space wave function of
one nucleon in the gaussian form as [see Eqs. (A6)–(A8) in that paper]:
ϕi(r) = NxNy Nz exp
[
− 1
2
(x2
a2
+
y2
b2
+
z2
c2
)]
·Hnx
(x
a
)
Hny
(y
b
)
Hnz
(z
c
)
, (E1)
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where Hnx , Hny and Hnz are the Hermitian polynomials, a, b and c are parameters of model of deformed oscillator
shells (these parameters are not free, they are obtained from calculations of binding energy for the studied nucleus),
Nx, Ny, Nz are the normalized coefficients in form:
Nx =
1
pi1/4
√
a 2nx nx!
, Ny =
1
pi1/4
√
b 2ny ny!
, Nz =
1
pi1/4
√
c 2nz nz!
. (E2)
We obtain the form factor of nucleus as [see Eq. (16)–(18) in Ref. [71]]
ZA(kph) = 2 e
− (a2k2x+b
2k2y+c
2k2z) /4 · f1 (k, n1 . . . nA), (E3)
where
f1 (kph, n1 . . . nA) =
nx+ny+nz≤B∑
nx,ny,nz=0
Lnx
[
a2k2x/2
]
Lny
[
b2k2y/2
]
Lnz
[
c2k2z/2
]
. (E4)
Here, function f1 is summation over all states of one-nucleon space wave functions for protons of nucleus, Ln = L
0
n
is Rodrigues polynomial, B is number of states of the space wave function of protons (in nucleus)2, For isotopes of
4,5,6,7,8...He we obtain B = 1. If energy of photon tends to zero, electric form factor of nucleus tends to its electric
charge:
ZA(kph)→ ZA, Zα(kph)→ Zα, f1 (kph, n1 . . . nA)→ B kph → 0. (E5)
Appendix F: Matrix elements on moments of nucleons of nucleus. I
Let us find the first two matrix elements Dα1, el and DA1, el (C7), which include moments of nucleons of nuclear
fragment:
Dα1, el(kph) =
3∑
i=1
zimp
mαi
〈
ψα,f (βα)
∣∣∣ e−ikphραi p˜αi∣∣∣ψα,i(βα)〉,
DA1, el(kph) =
A−1∑
i=1
zjmp
mAj
〈
ψA,f (βA)
∣∣∣ e−ikphρAj p˜Aj∣∣∣ψAj(βA)〉,
(F1)
We will calculate the second matrix element (as calculations for the first one are the similar). Substituting to here
many-nucleon wave function in form (14) [where one-nucleon wave functions is ψλs(s) = ϕns(rs)
∣∣ σ(s)τ (s)〉], we obtain:
DA1, el(kph) =
1
A
A−1∑
i=1
A∑
k=1
〈
ψk(i)
∣∣∣ zkmp
mAk
e
−ikphρAi p˜Ai
∣∣∣ψk(i)
〉
. (F2)
a. Summation over spin-isospin states
Taking into account zero charge of neutron, we sum Eq. (F2) over spin-isospin states. For nuclei with even number
of protons (and arbitrary number of neutrons!), we obtain:
DA1, el(kph) =
1
A
A−1∑
i=1
B∑
k=1
zkmp
mAk
〈
ϕk(ρi)
∣∣∣ e−ikphρAi p˜Ai∣∣∣ϕk(ρi)〉 = 2A
A−1∑
i=1
B∑
k=1
zk
〈
ϕk(ρi)
∣∣∣ e−ikphρAi p˜Ai∣∣∣ϕk(ρi)〉,
(F3)
where B is number of states of the space wave function of protons (in nucleus), and zk = 1 for protons.
2 We have corrected previous formula (A17) in Ref. [71].
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b. Calculation of one-nucleon matrix element
We substitute the one-nucleon space wave function (E1) into matrix element:
DA1, el(kph) = −i h¯ · 2
A
A−1∑
i=1
B∑
nx,ny,nz
N2x N
2
y N
2
z ·
∫
exp
[
− (xi)
2
2a2
− (yi)
2
2b2
− (zi)
2
2c2
]
·Hnx
(xi
a
)
Hny
(yi
b
)
Hnz
(zi
c
)
×
× e−ikphρi
(
ex
d
dxi
+ ey
d
dyi
+ ez
d
dzi
)
exp
[
−
(xi)
2
2a2
−
(yi)
2
2b2
−
(zi)
2
2c2
]
Hnx
(xi
a
)
Hny
(yi
b
)
Hnz
(zi
c
)
dxi dyi dzi =
=
2
A
A−1∑
i=1
B∑
nx,ny,nz
(
exJx(nx) + eyJy(ny) + ezJz(nz)
)
.
(F4)
We have separated formula on different coordinate components Jx(nx), Jy(ny), Jz(nz). Let us analyze one integral:
Jx(nx) = −i h¯ N2x
∫
exp
[
− (xi)
2
2a2
]
·Hnx
(xi
a
)
e−ikxxi
(
ex
d
dxi
) {
exp
[
− (xi)
2
2a2
]
Hnx
(xi
a
)}
dxi ×
× N2y
∫
exp
[
− (yi)
2
b2
]
H2ny
(yi
b
)
e−ikyyi dyi ×N2z
∫
exp
[
− (zi)
2
c2
]
H2nz
(zi
c
)
e−ikzzi dzi.
(F5)
One can see that last two integrals (in last line) represent functions Iy(ny, b) and Iz(nz, c) in Eq. (A10), (A15) in
Appendix A in Ref. [71]:
Iy = N
2
y ·
∫
exp
[
− (yi)
2
b2
]
· exp{−i kyyi}H2ny
(yi
b
)
dyi = Lny
[
b2k2y/2
]
· exp[− b2k2y/4]. (F6)
We integrate in Eq. (F6) over variable x by parts:
Jx(nx) = ex i h¯ N
2
x
∫
d
dxi
{
exp
[
− (xi)
2
2a2
]
Hnx
(xi
a
)}
e−i kxxi exp
[
− (xi)
2
2a2
]
Hnx
(xi
a
)
dxi · Iy(ny, b) · Iz(nz , c) +
+ ex (−i kx) i h¯ N2x
∫
exp
[
− (xi)
2
a2
]
e−i kxxi H2nx
(xi
a
)
dxi · Iy(ny, b) · Iz(nz, c).
(F7)
One can see that integral over x in the first term in the obtained solution is expressed via definition for Jx(nx), and
integral over x in the second term — via Ix(nx, a):
Jx(nx) = − Jx(nx) + ex h¯ kx · Ix(nx, a) · Iy(ny, b) · Iz(nz, c). (F8)
Transfering integral Jx(nx) from the right part to left one, we obtain:
Jx(nx) = ex
h¯ kx
2
· Ix(nx, a) Iy (ny, b) Iz(nz, c). (F9)
We substitute this solution to Eq. (F4) and calculate function DA1, el(kph):
DA1, el(kph) =
2
A
A−1∑
i=1
B∑
nx,ny,nz
(
ex
h¯ kx
2
+ ey
h¯ ky
2
+ ez
h¯ kz
2
)
· Ix(nx, a) Iy (ny, b) Iz(nz, c) =
=
h¯
A
A−1∑
i=1
B∑
nx,ny,nz
(
ex kx + ey ky + ez kz
)
· Ix(nx, a) Iy (ny, b) Iz(nz, c) =
= kph
h¯
A
A−1∑
i=1
B∑
nx,ny,nz
Ix(nx, a) Iy (ny, b) Iz(nz, c).
(F10)
Taking into account representation (A9)–(A10) in Appendix A in Ref. [71] for form factors, one can rewrite the found
solution (F10) via these form factors as
Dα1, el =
3 h¯
8
kph Zα(kph), DA1, el =
h¯
2
A− 1
A
kph ZA(kph). (F11)
29
We have properties:
1) For such solutions and taking into account e(α) · kph = 0 (as ortogonality of vectors e(α) and kph), we obtain:
e(α) ·Dα1, el = 0, e(α) ·DA1, el = 0. (F12)
2) At tending energy of photon to zero DA1, el tends to zero (in contrast to ZA(kph = 0)):
Dα1, el → 0, DA1, el → 0 at k → 0. (F13)
Appendix G: Matrix elements on moments of nucleons of nucleus. II
Finally, we will find the second two matrix elements Dα2, el and DA2, el (C7), which include momenta of nucleons
of the α-particle and nucleus:
Dα2, el =
4∑
i=1
zi
〈
ψα,f (βα)
∣∣∣ e−ikphραi (n−1∑
k=1
p˜αk
)∣∣∣ψα,i(βα)〉,
DA2, el =
A∑
i=1
zj
〈
ψA,f (βA)
∣∣∣ e−ikphρAj(A−1∑
k=1
p˜Ak
)∣∣∣ψAj(βA)〉,
(G1)
We will calculate the second matrix element (as calculations for the first one are the similar). Substituting to here
many-nucleon wave function from Eq. (14), we obtain:
A∑
j=1
zAj e
−ikρAj
A−1∑
k=1
p˜Ak =
{A−1∑
j=1
zAj e
−ikρAj + zAA e
−ikρAA
} A−1∑
k=1
p˜Ak =
=
{A−1∑
j=1
zAj e
−ikρAj + zAA e
−ik
[
− 1
mA
∑A−1
k=1
mk ρAk
] } A−1∑
k=1
p˜Ak.
(G2)
Let us use the following property of summation:
DA2, el(kph) =
1
A (A− 1)
A∑
i=1
A∑
k=1
A∑
m=1,m 6=k
{〈
ψk(i)ψm(j)
∣∣∣ zi e−ikphρi(A−1∑
j=1
p˜j
)∣∣∣ψk(i)ψm(j)〉 −
−
〈
ψk(i)ψm(j)
∣∣∣ zi e−ikphρi(A−1∑
j=1
p˜j
)∣∣∣ψm(i)ψk(j)〉
}
.
(G3)
One can see that these matrix elements are proportional to wave vector of photon:
Dα2, el ∼ kph, DA2, el ∼ kph. (G4)
For such solutions and taking into account e(α) · kph = 0 (as ortogonality of vectors e(α) and kph), we obtain:
e(α) ·Dα2, el = 0, e(α) ·DA2, el = 0. (G5)
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